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About This Game

Classic 2D platformer with graphics drawn on paper.

You play for a purple ghost jellyfish.
Help her overcome all the obstacles to get home.
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 unusual graphics

 intuitive control

 no enemies

 think your way

  find out the developer's secret at the end of the game 
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Bad art, bad translation, not sexy, and moves very slowly. This may be intended more for a female audience, and that's fine. I'm
glad other people seem to like it but it's just nor for me.. Lack of Updates makes me sad so i am unistalling. It was fun but meh.
I've played this before and after the little patch that was released last year. I didn't find it to be particularly fun or scary at all.
Just really aggravating. It starts off with promise, in a room with a couple items and a note to get you rolling on the story. From
there, it's completely downhill.

For $4.99 you can find MUCH better games that can actually be completed without having to start over every single time it
decides to glitch out.. yes, is not cool as Limbo, but if you like this kind on games it's worth grabbing it. This is textbook crap.
Sorry.. 7.8\/10 too much water. Lorelai is a game that I decided to give a go and expect nothing special, but this game actually
hit me emotionally on so many levels, and the fact that I haven't had a game do that to me in long while, it made me really
appreciate this game a lot.

This side-scroller with amazing art style kept me fully immersed and had my interest throughout the whole journey with it's
horror and atmosphere along with it's dark and grim story. The voice acting also contributes well into this experience. Though,
the game might be short, personally, I think it's well worth it's price.

Coming to this game completely blindly and only after finishing the game realizing it's a part of a trilogy, it made me really want
to buy the rest of the games belonging into the trilogy.

Regardless of the fact that the game grasps a lot of depressing subjects, playing through it felt almost therapeutic at the end of it.
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I am indifferent about this game...

The puzzles are good and become challenging, but what's a huge turn off is the camera control and angle, and how to move the
snakes.

Click on a snake head and have to move it in an awkward way that it's possible, common even, for it to go in a completely
direction that you have to roll it back. There are also blind spots that become difficult to feed through, even if when able to see
through the walls, that you have to angle the camera to find an opening or possible route, and have to memorize it but at a
specific angle.

It was very frustrating to control the snake head in order to solve puzzles, than it was on the puzzles itself.

I sadly can't recommend this game due to the controls and camera frustration.

-----

Check out more games I see that deserve more attention from my curator group:
BluePaw's Underrated Games List
Join and\/or follow if you wish.. If you like indie horror games that taunt you and provide a certain degree of difficulty this
game is for you! While its not without its issues the game provides not only a real sense of dread and atmosphere but a few good
scares in the form of a good ol' fashion chase. The game features puzzles and riddles that are difficult to solve and require the
player to really explore their surrounding in order to progress further. It's worth checking out for under $3.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=bj0xjf3XaWo. Really cool little game, an absolute no brainer for $3 USD. Has some fun
Jedi-esque force powers and a good range of locomotion systems. Speaking of locomotion, this game has probably my favorite
iteration yet. You literally use your Vive wand to throw yourself around the room. Quite a lot of fun once I got the hang of it. I
was throwing myself all over the room with pretty decent precision, while telekinteically throwing a dozen barrels at an enemy.
Like I said, a no brainer for the price. If you've tried the free Waltz of the Wizard game and used the Conductor spell then you'll
understand how this will play.. This game would be passable as yet another one of those match-the-color type puzzle games, but
it chooses to add an awkward beat detection system as a key point of the game's mechanics. Said system behaves incredibly
unpredictably, failing to roll over the beat counter for several seconds and then suddenly shooting it forward 4 times in a single
second. Doing well on a song requires playing the same song multiple times to memorize where the game detects "beats". Stay
away.. Classical retro shooter with nice graphics and cool gameplay.
The game can be a bit hard, which is good for people that actually like a challenge.
Sweet game!
. Anno 2070 is a great game, I have played it 1000+ hours across different devices\/accounts. However, I would not recommend
to buy it. The reason is Ubisoft. They are cancer. They are forcing dysfunctional platform called uPlay. But uPlay is notoriously
buggy, crashes all the time, etc. Honestly, you'll get better experience pirating this game because all that uplay stuff has been
weeded out from these versions.. why isnt this a freebie. The storyline is great, I liked it. It was good, I wouldn't spend the 60
bucks for it, get it on sale. But it was good. Just be aware sometimes you think its a cut scene, you do have to push buttons.. First
game I sought a refund on. Denied unfortunately. This game would have been great maybe 4 years ago. It feels dated and
clunky. The adventure is on rails giving you little choice. I'm not sure if the rpg elements even matter. For me it was recurring
motion sickness that was the problem. I couldn't find a way around it through the graphical options and often the game takes
control of the camera too in an attempt to give you that drunk or dazed effect. Some of the puzzles require you to find X and Y
but those items are pretty difficult to pick out amongst the non-interactive ones.

In its defence I have only played through the first section and the start of the very start of the second. Maybe an hour or two
gameplay. In that first section there were a few good moments and cinematic reveals that were well done. I wanted to like it but
the motion sickness killed it for me. I get this issue in maybe 1 in 20 games and usually it can be fixed by messing with the
graphics settings but I couldn\u2019t get past it in this one.
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